
ADA VI ADA VI ––  Astronomical Data Analysis Conference Astronomical Data Analysis Conference   
In Honor of Albert BijaouiIn Honor of Albert Bijaoui   

 
Dates: Monday May 3rd, 2010 until Thursday May 6th, 2010,     
Location: Monastir (Tunisia). 
Conference Web Site: www.aset.org.tn/conf/ADA6 
 
About ADA VI 
Held regularly since 2001, the ADA conference series is focused on algorithms and information 
extraction from astrophysics data sets. The program typically includes keynote, invited and contributed 
talks, as well as poster presentations. This years conference series is addressing a range of innovative 
themes, including curvelet transforms, compressed sensing and clustering in cosmology, while at the 
same time remains closely linked to front-line open problems and issues in astrophysics and 
cosmology.   
 
The ADA VI conference is organized in honor of Albert Bijaoui, and it is held in Monastir (Tunisia), 
where Albert was born. One conference session will be dedicated to the ESA/GAIA project.  Other 
sessions will include topics on asteroseismology, exoplanet detection, large scale structures (weak 
lensing, galaxy catalogs), CMB (source separation, polarization), image restoration (map-making, 
deconvoluion, modeling), hyperspectral data analysis, compressed sensing. 
 
Keynote Speakers 
 François Mignard, Observatoire de la Côte d’Azur, France (GAIA project)   
 Herbert  Edelsbrunner, IST, Austria (geometry and topology) 
 Tim Cornwell, ATNF, Australia (radio astronomy)     
 François Bouchet, IAP, France (PLANCK, CMB)          
 Michael Unser, EPFL, Switzerland (sampling theory, splines, deconvolution) 
 Tom  Loredo , Cornell University, USA (exoplanet) 
  
Tutorial: Advanced data processing and reproducible research.  
                Organisers: Sandrine Pires (CEA-Saclay) and Jalal Fadili (University of Caen) 
 
The tutorial sessions are organized during the conference for the training of young researchers (at a 
Master, PhD, and postdoc level), even though other researchers are welcome to attend them. The goal 
of the tutorial is to present advanced data analysis methods (such as denoising, deconvolution, 
inpainting, detection, source separation, etc.), and to demonstrate how one may use the available codes, 
relevant to these new and exciting applications. Please not that the tutorial is not aimed only for people 
with an astronomy background. 
 
Important Deadlines 
Abstract Submission:       25 January 2010 
Abstract Acceptance:         5 February 2010 
Conference Registration:  15 February 2010 
Hotel Reservation:            15 February 2010 
Conference Program:        1 March 2010 
Conference:                      3-6 May 2010  
 
Local Organisation 
Amel Benazza  (URISA, Tunisia) 
Mohamed Saber Naceur (Ecole Nationale d'Ingénieurs de Tunis, Tunisia) 
 
Scientific Organising Committee 
J.   Babu, (Center for Astrostatistics, USA), A.  Benazza (URISA,   Tunisia), A. Bijaoui  (Observatoire de la Côte  
d’Azur, France),   V. Charmandaris (University of Crete, Greece), Jalal Fadili (University of Caen), J.-F.Hochedez 
(Royal Observatory of Belgium), S. Hojnacki (JPL, USA), A.  Llebaria (LAM, France),  G. Longo (University 
Federico II, Naples, Italy),  V. Martinez  (Valencia Observatory, Spain), E. Martinez-Gonzales (IFCA Santander, 
Spain),  F. Mignard, (Observatoire de la Côte d’Azur, France),  F. Murtagh (Chair)  (Royal Holloway, University 
of London),  M.S. Naceur (ENIT, Tunisia),  A.  de Oliveira-Costa (MIT, USA), J.-L. Starck (Chair)   (CEA 
Saclay, France),  C. Surace (LAM, France). 
 
ADA VI is supported by  
Observatoire de la Côte d’Azur,  France - http://www.oca.eu/  
CEA, DSM/IRFU, France  - http://irfu.cea.fr/ 
ENIT, Tunisia - http://www.enit.rnu.tn/ 



 

Albert Bijaoui  
 
 

 
 
 
Albert Bijaoui was born in Monastir (Tunisia) in 1943. After his studies at the Ecole 
Polytechnique in Paris, in 1964 he commenced his research at Paris Observatory on the use of 
Lallemand’s electronic camera for  astrophysical purposes.  He defended his thesis in 1971, 
and moved to the Observatory of Nice where, with a number of collaborators, he created a 
national center for  astronomical data analysis. In this framework, a processing system was 
built to analyze astronomical images, in particular images that were very large. This led him 
to develop different applications, in order to study the galactic structure as well as topics in 
observational cosmology. In the 1980s, he introduced, along with his collaborators, the power 
of using the  wavelet transforms for data analysis as well as for astronomical image  
processing. This work resulted in the concept of a multiscale vision model, including the 
matching of images, de-noising and restoration, as well as the inventory and reconstruction of 
individual components. Many applications were put forward, for  astronomical imaging, as 
well as remote sensing or biological imaging. Albert Bijaoui published many papers in 
international journals on electronography, data, signal, and image processing, as well as on 
astrophysics. In 1981, he published a book on “Image and Information”, and in 1998, he 
published, with J.L. Starck and F. Murtagh, a book entitled “Multiscale Approach to Image 
Processing and Data Analysis”. He has taught image and data processing in astronomy at the 
University of Nice, Sophia Antipolis, from 1974 to 2008. In parallel, Albert Bijaoui has had 
several administrative responsibilities and in particular he was the head of the OCA/CNRS 
Cassiopée Laboratory in the period 2004-2007. Albert is also a corresponding member of the 
French Academy of Science. 


